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Born and raised in California, his new album draws on the uniquely American flavors of the
Golden State—downtown Los Angeles, the Inland Empire, and the Redwood forest—where
both the land and its inhabitants are at once dangerous, broken and yet, strangely noble. 
American Songwriter Magazine calls it “undeniably punk-driven but buoyed by unmistakable
elements of Americana and supported by his distinctive songwriting capabilities.”
 
Ironsights’ self-produced album “Murder Mountain” was written and recorded at his home
studio in Phoenix during the pandemic and shortly after the death of his father to cancer. The
songs are deeply personal as he laments about loss, reflects on his childhood, his first love
and heartbreaks. “Fearlessness is one of the best tools a songwriter can have, and Ironsights
knows it.”, proclaims The Rocking Magpie.

As a solo artist and band member, Ironsights has performed throughout the USA, Canada,
Europe and South Asia. In 2014, he was awarded a Fulbright scholarship and moved to India
for nine months, where he performed music for US State Department officials.
Johnny Ironsights’ new album Murder Mountain was mastered by multiple Grammy winning
engineer Gavin Lurssen (Sarah Jarosz, Lucinda Williams, O Brother Where Art Thou?).

Johnny Ironsights is an Americana and Alt-
Country artist whose music channels the hard-
living spirit and dark strangeness of the
American underbelly. The Phoenix, Arizona
singer-songwriter crafts a dynamic tone that
incorporates country, goth and punk
sensibilities into a unique and driving sound.
Goldmine Magazine says “Think Steve Earle in
league with Nick Cave.” 

The drenched stereo reverb and pitch-shifting
vibrato emanating from Ironsights’ Magnatone
amp and Fender Jazzmaster guitar help create
his signature sound. “Ironsights rules as king of
an underground of his own making that draws
you in like a Tarantino movie.” writes the
Midwest Record.

JOHNNY IRONSIGHTS
 

"It’s still early music-wise in 2021, but I’m calling it – this intense and

dynamic record is going to be one of my favorite albums of the year

and Johnny Ironsights is going to be one of my favorite personal

musical discoveries at year’s end." — Americana Highways



“No one really gives a damn,” Johnny Ironsights declares on the title track to
Murder Mountain, a stirring set of songs that conveys an unsettling sense of menace
and mishap. The combination of reverb, vibrato and gutsy vocals make for a
decidedly ominous sound, one conveyed through songs that suggest a kind of goth
Americana and outlaw insurgence. Think Steve Earle in league with Nick Cave.
Ironsight’s subjects focus on a varied array of lost souls, loners and losers— stories
that underscore the darkness and despair suggested throughout. In a sense, the
material reflects the malaise that the world has witnessed for the past year or so, but
at the same time, there’s a dramatic narrative here that adds to the ultimate allure.
That’s especially evident on songs such as “Ghost of Orson Welles,” “Three Nickels
for a Pack of Smokies” and “Before the Quake (Summer of ’95),” all nuanced
narratives with a decided sense of adventure, intrigue and allure. Indeed, that’s what
makes Ironsight’s insights so genuinely intriguing.

Source: https://www.goldminemag.com/indie-spotlight/indie-spotlight-on-sam-morrow-stephen-jacques-johnny-ironsights-
and-more



BY DELIA ROWLAND
Humboldt County, known as an epicenter of cannabis farming and one of the most dangerous places
to live in California, also served as inspiration for Johnny Ironsights’ newest song “Murder
Mountain.” 

Despite the beauty which surrounds Humboldt County because of its location in the Redwood Forest,
Ironsights describes the dark undercurrents of the area which led him to writing this song. 

“People believe it’s linked to either the cartels, or somehow a serial killer or something to do with
illegal marijuana cultivation, so that’s where that idea came from, Ironsights tells American
Songwriter. “But then I was also thinking about isolationism and that kind of spirit of the people from
my take on life in Humboldt County. They’re kind of like hippies, but with AK-47’s.”

His wife’s family is from the area, so he’s been able to really feel the atmosphere of the place. But
what makes this song different is the way in which Ironsights weaves in broader themes of societal
issues. 

“I was writing this song also thinking about the racial tensions in the country, the war on drugs,
everything. Kind of linked to that ultra nationalism, right wing nationalism, and that, in a sense, these
people are in their own world,” Ironsights notes. “And not to criticize them or something, but that
somehow they’ve created their own space that is outside of the law.”

With all of these topics circling in the forefront of his mind in conjunction with the bizarre anomaly
which is Humboldt County, it only took Ironsights a mere minutes to write “Murder Mountain” and
then perform it for his fans in an Instagram live session in which they encouraged him to record the
track. 

https://americansongwriter.com/members/delia-rowland/profile/home/


Continued:
Just as the song is multifaceted lyrically, so is Ironsights’ music genre wise, as he describes it as
Gothic Americana. Aptly titled, his voice is undeniably punk-driven but buoyed by unmistakable
elements of Americana and supported by his distinctive songwriting capabilities. 

Even so, Ironsights’ talents don’t stop there. He explains how he stepped up to the challenge of
creating a music video from scratch during a pandemic by learning how to use Final Cut Pro and
shooting inside a rented 1968 Airstream trailer with his iPhone, splicing in vintage public domain
footage and photos of him as a child. 
In the end, Ironsights created a wholly organic video which seems to tell a story of its own while also
adding to the relevant and meaningful story within the lyrics themselves. 

“Murder Mountain” is also the title track for his upcoming album, which was a labor of love and grief
and therapy for him. 
He hopes this song and others to come will have those same healing properties for his listeners.

“I want to touch someone’s heart,” Ironsights adds. “I want people who might have gone through
similar things that I talked about on the album, and to give them some kind of peace. I know the whole
world right now is hurting. Americans are really suffering right now. So many people I know have lost
their jobs and homes and everything. So my goal is to somehow make it a little easier for them. And
then enjoy the music.”

Source: https://americansongwriter.com/johnny-ironsights-murder-mountain-song-premiere/



REVIEW: "Murder Mountain" By Johnny Ironsights Is Intense And Dynamic
Americana
March 16, 2021, John Michael Antonio

From the moment singer-songwriter, Johnny Ironsights begins vocalizing his imagery-laced songs on
his new album Murder Mountain, his first full-length effort, as a listener he captures you in that they
practically reach out and grab you and refuse to let you go.

From the opening fiercely vivid titular track about the lawless region of Humboldt County, California,
which sets the dark tone for the album, to the fiery and hard-hitting closing track “When I’m Gone,
When I’m Dead,” Ironsights enthralls with his cerebral, poetic, and introspective lyrics. 

Along the way, you hear his charismatic and affecting voice sing about innocence and the
heartbreaking loss of it, about finding beauty and wanting to protect its memory, about the everyday
struggles of life and the need to stay positive, about relentlessly seeking truth in a world engulfed in
lies, and about overcoming devastating and grueling personal loss all over an omnipresent crying pedal
steel guitar and Ironsights’ own distinctive and stirring guitar sound born out of his Fender Jazzmaster
and Magnatone amp.

Other songs on the LP include the defiant and seething “Fertile Reign Of Juarez,” the haunting and
evocative “Ghost Of Orson Welles,” the scorching and relentless “Three Nickels For A Pack Of
Smokes,” the hard-edged “Powdered Moon,” the poignant and touching tale of young love “Before The
Quake (Summer Of ‘95),” the hypocrisy disdaining “Closed Curtains,” the impassioned confessional
“Rolling Hills Of Cain,” and the gritty and powerful “We Are The Cold.”

Taken together, the songs on Ironsights’ Murder Mountain sound like a moving and intensely personal
existential document about the unfairness and the sometimes impossible hardness of life and the desire
to survive in spite of all of it, themes that we can all relate to having survived the year that was 2020.

It’s still early music-wise in 2021, but I’m calling it – this intense and dynamic record is going to be
one of my favorite albums of the year and Johnny Ironsights is going one of my favorite personal
musical discoveries at year’s end.

Source: https://americanahighways.org/2021/03/16/review-murder-mountain-by-johnny-ironsights-is-
intense-and-dynamic-americana/

https://americanahighways.org/2021/03/16/review-murder-mountain-by-johnny-ironsights-is-intense-and-dynamic-americana/
https://americanahighways.org/author/john-michael-antonio/


Song Premiere: Johnny Ironsights “Fertile Reign Of Juarez”
February 2, 2021Melissa Clarke

Americana Highways brings you this premiere of Johnny Ironsights’ song “Fertile Reign Of
Juarez” from his new album Murder Mountain out March 5th. All songs were written by
Johnny Ironsights (ASCAP). The album was produced and engineered by Johnny Ironsights and
recorded in his home studio in Phoenix, Arizona. “Fertile Reign Of Juarez” is Johnny Ironsights
on vocals, guitar, bass, percussion, and organ; with Tommy Detamore on pedal steel. The pedal
steel was recorded at Cherry Ridge Studi in Floresville, Texas. Analog mastering was
engineered by Gavin Lurssen of Lurssen Mastering in Burbank, California. Photos are courtesy
of CK Langdon.

With the foreboding support of Western-style pedal steel, Johnny Ironsights tells classic
Western tales of discrimination and defiance.
I wrote this song about my hometown of El Toro in Orange County, California that was
renamed Lake Forest in 1991 by efforts of the wealthier white population. They named it after
their housing track that was surrounded by a fake lake with newly planted trees. I wouldn’t call
that a lake or a forest. Some didn’t want a name that was Spanish in origin, or associated with
“The Bull,” and some wanted to attract a different demographic, despite the area being referred
to as El Toro since the 1800s. I remember the anti-immigrant and anti-Mexican sentiment as a
kid in my working class and diverse neighborhood along the I-5. “They killed El Toro and gave
boon to the forest. Good fortunes gather at the border.” It will always be El Toro to me. —
Johnny Ironsights 

Source: https://americanahighways.org/2021/02/02/song-premiere-johnny-ironsights-fertile-
reign-of-juarez/

https://americanahighways.org/2021/02/02/song-premiere-johnny-ironsights-fertile-reign-of-juarez/
https://americanahighways.org/author/melissaclarke927/


Johnny Ironsights
Murder Mountain
Self-Release

Tales of Criminality, Hopelessness and Memories, Translated into Verse
Recorded in his home studio in Phoenix, Arizona, during the 2020 Pandemic, Murder Mountain by Johnny
Ironsights is an album of songs that burn like a fuse towards what you know is an inevitable destruction.
Outlaw Country meets in your face Punk, tinged with an ash of slow burn Gothic-Americana.
Less of a mash-up, more of a retooling.

The title track, “Murder Mountain,” is a cinematic crime-infested story of isolationism and drugs. It would
work wonderfully as a soundtrack to a film such as Winter’s Bone, and is perfect as the kick-off single for the
album, yet my ears keep going back to “Three Nickels for a Pack of Smokes,” with it’s warm nostalgia and
playful melody. “Before the Quake (Summer of ’95)” tells a tale of friendship, open mic nights, and teenage
dreams. Nostalgia without the novelty.

Ironsights’ voice, big and bellows-like, may be the closest Americana has to the rocker Meatloaf; a voice
which envelops the songs, strengthening them, enriching them. Ironsights has big ideas and isn’t afraid to
chase them in a song. True tales of criminality, hopelessness, memories, translated into verse. Fearlessness is
one of the best tools a songwriter can have, and Ironsights knows it. In the closing song, “When I’m Gone,
When I’m Dead” Ironsights exclaims “Like birds trying to fly with broken feathers,”
and I wonder: Is he wishing or invoking?
Drama is no stranger to popular music, as death has long been a part of folk music. Ironsights is doing an
admirable job of keeping up the tradition. If I have any complaints about Murder Mountain it would be that
Ironsights’ punchy vocals can get a little tiresome, and as much as I love a good pedal steel, it could use a rest
on a few of these tunes (a bit meandering – ‘less is more’?) Yet Ironsights does have a way with words and
storytelling that causes many of these songs to rise way past any perceived musical faults.

Review? The legendary Roy Peak
Released March 5th 2021

Source: https://rockingmagpie.wordpress.com/2021/02/27/johnny-ironsights-murder-mountain/



12/18/20
JOHNNY IRONSIGHTS/Murder Mountain: Can a former Fulbright scholar shave
his head and credibly peruse a career as a country Goth punk that belts it out in an
earnest voice and sings about the underside of America that lurks behind the
curtains and under the surface? Seems like it. With lots of reverb guitar and lyrics
that cut to the quick quickly, Ironsights rules as king of an underground of his own
making that draws you in like a Tarantino movie. Wild stuff that takes you on a
well guided tour of the modern take on the wild side of life.

Source: http://midwestrecord.com/MWR1725.html



Three Chords and the Truth UK
Album Review: Johnny Ironsights - Murder Mountain

'No-one really gives a damn what we do on Murder Mountain' blasts Johnny Ironsights in an angry
mood after a thirty-second twang fuelled introduction, thus setting the scene for what to expect from
an album bound together by the power of punk and the substance of haunting pedal steel-driven alt-
country. There is a mean and harsh streak from that stark opening to the point where the curtain is
drawn to 'When I'm Gone, When I'm Dead'. In between Arizona-based Johnny Ironsights stumbles a
few hundred miles west to his California roots to piece together a dip into some dark extremities of
both place and mind. What unravels is a moving spin of hardened tunes that puts the emphasis on
alternative, and pounds a slice of up front-in yer face impact.

MURDER MOUNTAIN is as distinct a record as you are likely to hear decked with
some sort of Americana pretence. Not that Ironsights is likely to concern him himself
too much about fitting into neat little boxes. With an album and title track named after
a place in northern California that operates outside the mainstream to put it mildly,
likewise the music, themes and presence within the ten tracks presented here wander
into inimitable circles. 

Yet there is a compulsive essence to lure you into the volley of musings, thoughts and
candid explorations. This is an album stamped with an intriguing licence to delve into
the music of Johnny Ironsights and emphasises the point that sometimes you just have
to dive in head first and not dilly dally around the edges. Interesting - yes, enthralling -
yes, blasts a deep crevice into an Americana scorched earth- definitely. Over to you to
discover. 

Source: http://threechordsandthetruthuk.blogspot.com/2021/03/album-review-johnny-
ironsights-murder.html










